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Microsoft Excel is one of the most widely used tool across
the globe.
If you are familiar with the tricks, you can not only improve
your efficiency, but also save time.

All the data given here are independent features.
You don’t haveVisit
to learn them in the given order.
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This small guide does not cover everything.
Only a select few ones.
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If you need anything else, do let me know domainbydigital@gmail.com

Few facts on Excel
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In a Excel cell,

Numbers are placed default at the right,
And text to the left.
In Excel, ”True” and “False” are inbuilt function results.
So if you directly type “True” without quotes,
it will automatically convert it to All Caps
due to the in-built functionality.
Same for “False”.
If you want to convert these two words to normal words, use
quotation marks.
Number of rows: 10,48,576
Visit16,384
Number of columns;
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Small activity for you

Rows are numbered, columns are not.for more
So how do you know the number of columns? Find out.

Excel has functions and formulas.
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Whats the difference between the two?
Function is an in-built feature.
Formula is a user defined feature.
Example:
The “Sum ” feature is already present in Excel.
You will use it as a formula to get the sum or in conjunction
with some other function.

Shortcuts
Alt + To get the sum of numbers
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Ctrl A Select all
Ctrl C Copy

Ctrl X Cut
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Ctrl V Paste
Ctrl F4 Close file
Ctrl 2/Ctrl B Bold
Ctrl 3/Ctrl I Italic

Ctrl 4/Ctrl U Underline
Ctrl Z Go one step back.
Ctrl Y Go one step ahead.
Ctrl 5 Strikethrough
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Ctrl R Copy column to the right.
Ctrl D Copy column below
Ctrl A Select all
Ctrl C Copy
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Ctrl ~ View formula in a cell.
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Ctrl – hold- spacebar

Select entire column.

Shift – hold- spacebar Select entire row.

Convert rows to columns and columnns to rows
Say you have below column
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You want to convert this column to a row.
Select the column range and copy the column.
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Select the cell where you want the row to start.
Then Alt E S E Enter – as below

Ctrl (hold) + Shift (hold) + : Get the current time.
Ctrl + : Get todays
date
Visit
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Ctrl K Get hyperlink window.
Ctrl P Print
Ctrl W Close file
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Create table
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You have the below grid.

Select the range.
Ctrl T Enter or Ctrl L Enter
You get the below. Range converted to table.
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Ctrl S Save file
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Ctrl F Find & replace
Ctrl H Find & replace

Ctrl N Open new workbook
Ctrl 1 Format cell window
Ctrl (hold) + Shift (hold) + P Format cell window
Ctrl (hold) + Shift (hold) + F Format cell window
Ctrl 0 (zero) Hide entire column
Ctrl 9 Hide entire row

ALT functions
Alt O H R Rename excel sheet.
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Alt E D Delete entire row or column.
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Alt H M C Merge cells.
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Alt I W Insert new worksheet.
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Alt I R Insert new row.

Alt I C or Alt I E Insert new column.
Select range- then - Alt D P F Create Pivot table.
Alt H H Cell colour options.

Alt H F G Increase font size.
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Alt H FK Decrease font size.
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Alt H 3 D Double underline.
Alt H W Wrap text

Alt A SA Arrange in ascending order.
Alt A SD Arrange in descending order.
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Alt H P Convert number to percentage (after selecting
range).
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Alt O C A Adjust column width

Alt H AL Left align
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Alt H AC Center align
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Alt H AR Right align
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Char
Char is helpful to get different symbols.
Example: Type =char(149). You get a dot symbol for listing.
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Below is a Char Table
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Evaluate formula
Say, you have a large formula in a cell.
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And you don't know how it is calculating it.
Like below
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What do you do now?
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Go to "Formulas" tab.

Under "Formula auditing", click "Evaluate formula".
You get the below window.

A part of the formula will be underlined.
That will be the first part of the formula to get executed.
Click “Evaluate” at the bottom.
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When you do that,
the underlined part will be executed and
results will be shown.
Click “Evaluate” again.
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The next part that will be executed will be underlined.
And the process repeats.

Until the final result is displayed.
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This usually works on any formula.

This way you will get a clear picture of how any formula is
calculated.

Functions
File location
=CELL(“filename”)

=TODAY Todays date
=average() Average of numbers

=column() Returns the column number.
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=row() Returns the row number.
=count() Counts the number of cells that have number in
for more
them , excludes text.

=counta() Counts all cells that are filled.
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=countblank() Counts the number of blank cells in a range.
=len() Finds the length of characters in a cell.

=concatenate() Joins characters from different cells.
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=upper() Converts lower case to upper case.
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=lower() Converts upper case to lower case

=proper() Converts any case to proper case
Sentence case
In the above proper case, every word will be converted to
proper case.
If you want a sentence case – where only the first word first
alphabet will be upper case,
Then use the below formula. The cell here is any cell in the
sheet.
=UPPER(LEFT(cell,1))&LOWER(RIGHT(cell,LEN(cell)-1))
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Square root
=Number^(1/2)
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=mid() Returns the characters from a cell from when you
give a starting position and an ending position.
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Here I chose the cell first, then the starting number of the
character and then the ending number of the character (how
many characters from the starting character).
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=iferror() If a formula returns error, you can replace the
error with any identifiable value.
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=mid() Returns the characters from a cell from when you
give a starting position and an ending position.
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=round() Rounding up the decimal points.
=rand() Generates a random number between 0 and 1.
Don’t select any cell for this. It works on the active cell.
=randbetween() Generates a number between the limits
you specify.
=trim() Removes all spaces that have more than one space.

=IFNA() Here choose the cell first, and what you want to
display when there is a #NA.

=ISNA() Checks if a cell is N/A or not. Returns TRUE or
FALSE.
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=isblank() Checks if a cell is blank or not. Returns TRUE or
FALSE.
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Similarly
=istext() Checks if a cell has text or note. Returns TRUE or
FALSE.
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=isnumber() Checks if a cell has number or not. Returns
TRUE or FALSE.
=isodd() Checks if a number is odd. Returns TRUE or
FALSE.
=iseven() Checks if a number is even. Returns TRUE or
FALSE.
=islogical() This is a little confusing. This checks if a cell
has logical results or not. Returns TRUE or FALSE.

Match function
This is return the position of a desired value in a list.
Ok we have the below list.
You want to find at what position “d” is in the list. Is it in the
2nd position or 3 rd position
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